tis time tis time
old calendar down, fresh new days ahead
thank you notes taken care of
resolutions made and promptly forgotten
with one exception, that of putting together the alumni news
can not think of a nicer way to start out the year
then to gather together my ever lovin circle of ole friends....

thanks to all the news hounds who helped out, to nickie for taking
time out of her valuable schooling to make our cover and but match
to our swell gal gini for just everything....

dentistry for the forgotten population

highland view hospital has developed a special demonstration program
to bring a full range of dental services to chronically ill and aged patients
in their own home and nursing homes.

any home bound aged person or an individual with a long term disabling
illness is eligible for care. the fees paid by the patient are adjusted
according to financial ability.

the dental home care and out patient program, which is approved by the
cleveland dental society, is financed by funds from the u.s. public health
service and local sources, including the cuyahoga county chronic illness
center, the visiting nurses association and the cleveland health department.

referrals to the program may be made by the family, dentist, physician,
the patient himself, or any community agency. equipment and assistance is
available for the private dentist to provide dental care to their home
bound patients.

for further information phone the program office in 4-9600, extension
248.

the above was issued on july 23, 1964, by dr. h. benny waldman
he is the director of the cleveland dental home care and out patient
department at highland view.

wish to thank scott lodgebee for calling our
attention to this valuable bit of information.

for those of you who may ever have the need, it is reassuring to know that
our lake county west hospital now has an iron-lung and best of all the
help has been trained to care for polio, also a trash can for lung.....

we are very much indebted to our wonderful mr tom aaron for his excellent
service to all of us. thanks to tom our equipment is being kept in good
condition, he sends us the new when we need it promptly and always with
courtesy. we appreciate you mr. tom aaron, thank you for another worry-
free year, knowing you are on the job.

mr. tom aaron
512 maple drive
ann arbor, michigan.
phone...........313-663-6623
TOOMAY CHARGE OVEN

COURTESY OF RUTH DAVIS

Here it is June and picnicking and where am i? In Toomay! I don't know why I had to get pneumonia now and miss all the fun. (sorry to break in like this but this is your sissy reporter, asking you to bear with our lack of capitalizations, typewriter union just voted strike... but since i'm here, i'll tell you about it...

As you probably already know, toomay has moved. It is toomay 2B, that's the 2nd floor, east, of toomay. walls have been moved and removed, newly painted and everything looks bright and cheerful.

As I understand it, don't fox and julie lundig receive the honors of being the first to try out the new facilities. By the time I decided to run in, hockey krieger and sandy wipula had the same idea. Two lungas were already operating... not polio... so with us three, there were more lungas operating than had in years, and did we reate excitement! Everyone in the hospital had to see us! That's the real advantage to toomay. lots closer to civilization. Up civilization. As a result of the full house, 5 lungas is the capacity of the special polio ward, equipped with generators and emergency equipment. The hospital received two fresh tanks from san armbr. complete with new mirrors, such luxury!

Among the personnel, you'll recognize many old friends. I did, and I hadn't been around for three years. No matter what the board says, mrs. J. mann is running the respiratory ward. I hear she's really put up a battle on our behalf. The other one on the day shift are miss r. gallik and miss g. neillston. Among the nurses are mrs. W. young, mrs. e. freeman, mrs. m. mckinnon, and mrs. G. pride. MRS. mary williams is still passing out refreshments. miss Anne hayes is therapist. miss ARTHUR MCCREESTDON is on evenings. Mrs. W. shrum relieves on mrs. B. brown week-ends off.

Also on nights are mrs. L. hooper, mrs. M. bish and mrs. H. long.

Visitors include dr. cibin, whose office lies on the floor below, and dr. harry lepoa, on the floor most every day. dr. cibin has rejoined the pre. dept. and miss Thompson and miss knox are still there. Dr. GOOD and dr. ARNOLD also dropped in. Dr. arnold was on east ward the fall of '53.

Dorrie monahan is in maternity. You should see her clausy wig! Eugene weaver now works with Dave preister.

Miss Jan gaffney an r.n. is part-time supervisor, emergency and toomay. Mary harries r.n. is in research. Miss bates is night supervisor for bedroom. Gaynelle wilson is in house and Ruth shone keeps busy on the relief shift.

So it may take awhile to get used to the little ward, with five windows giving you a view to examination and to the out-patient building, but the personnel help to make you feel right at home.

camp cheerful picnic of 64

On June sixth, the polio picnic was held at camp cheerful. It was a very beautiful, sunny day. This is the fourth year that we have been lucky enough to use the facilities of this camp for a reunion place.

Among those present were all halloway and his mother and dad, also his niece and nephew, the blanco hart family, nick antunes', bob and bernice trenor. Jerry hill and his wife, Jerry is now back working at the same plant he was with before his polio bout. Dave Davis and his children were
there, enjoying the pool. Unfortunately, our hostess, Ruth, was in the hospital with pneumonia and unable to attend. It was good to see Joe and Betty Kwiatkowski again. Betty was recovering from a major operation. She had had a couple of months ago. It was real interesting to hear the complications of anesthesia for as long an operation as the one. The Kwiatkowskis were there, looking wonderful and the children getting so big. Miss Overholts was there with her parents and also the Rudy Schaefer. We chatted with all the children enjoyed every minute of it. The pleasant countryside, the bright, warm day, the pool etc., we hope that next year, many of those who were unable to make it, will find they can make it in 69. Many thanks to all those who made this outing possible each year.

Thank you Betty for the nice write-up......

**Pineapple at Gini and Joe**

About five years ago we in the British polio fellowship became aware that something rather interesting was happening in Chagrin Falls, Ohio. From there we received the Toomay Gazette, a journal written by the disabled, under the managing editorship of Gini Laurie. Gradually by correspondence we got to know both the horizontals and vertical editors of the Gazette. We were inspired by the work that was going on in connection with the special problems of the respiratory polio.

This summer I had a very unexpected opportunity to visit the United States. I felt I just could not travel to America and not go to Chagrin Falls and meet the folk there. Gini and Joe Laurie extended the warmest invitation to me to stay with them at their home, so before very long I was stepping off a bus in Cleveland, Ohio, after a long drive from New York, to meet two people whom I felt I already knew, in no time I met the rest of the Laurie family.... twelve Siamese cats and two dogs.

It is impossible to describe in words the warmth of my welcome at Chagrin Falls. Gini and Joe Laurie are very exceptional people and consequently attract to themselves a circle of friends who are equally exceptional, particularly in their kindness and concern for the disabled.

The highlight of my stay was a party at the home of the Laurie's. 

With the basic ingredients of a beautiful sunny day, a lovely garden, or as the Americans would describe it, a back yard, complete with heated swimming pool, two barbecues fires and excellent food, the gathering of about eighty folk...polio and their families and friends...could not help but be a great success, especially with such a genial host as Joe Laurie, with Gini darting around, ever watchful of the needs of all the folk there...considering this included about twenty repairs, some on machines, this took some organization. With bathing suit, the order of the day, such informality led to a great deal of fun and enjoyment.

It was with great reluctance that I finally left Chagrin Falls and the busy editorial office of Toomay Gazette.

This beautifully expressed article came to us from the very charming English lady who we all met and enjoyed talking with this past summer. She has not been the very lovely Miss Barbara Nagle.....We are always happy hearing from our many good English friends......

Though not of you gave your wholehearted support to the recent march of dimes campaign, we can help by continuously reminding the public of our continuous need for assistance. Please work with your own particular polio committee in your area, it really does help. They need to get a clearer picture of us and so in turn must give them our support......
Sue Williams and Barbara chatted about Tju's English pollos. Ida Brinkman sleuthed for Alumni News.

Bert Bacon, Sue and Roger Liephert proudly demonstrated their great floating skills.

Susan Armbrucht, who organized the party with Mickie McGraw, showed off her gorgeous tan.

Bill and Ginny Wood and Roger Liephert cemented Anglo-American relations with some good stories.

Donna McGinn made one of her many public appearances of this gayest of summers.

Sally Jo Carlton and some of the old alums caught up on the latest gossip.

Mickie McGraw held court under a parasol and Betty O'Leary saved her freckles with a happy hat.

Susy Williams played hostess at the wiener-roasting fire and sampled the Holloway's goodies.

Midnight. Moonlight. Gini and Joe contentedly relaxed after the 90-plus guests had decamped.
the adult shares were greeted this morning by cries of, "mom, dad, you've never seen so much snow! the ranges are majestic in whiteness against the special blue, forecasting the season which recalls the bright star shining in a calm Bethlehem night.

cally does not describe the above household of seven animated young folk. senior sue had art selections exhibited and she achieved scholastic awards last year. now aspiring to a career in architecture, she is up to her ears in testing, scholarship and admission applications for college. as president of the california scholarship federation, she tripped her way to the rostrum to give an honor's day speech, and as a varsity volleyball player, she has earned the spirit of good "lacing, to boot she receives a weekly paycheck from grant's & snyder's in those ever important dates.

attending the queen at the bay crowning and earning a jr. water safety badge were highlights prior to jackie's freshman initiation. she captained the jr. volleyball team, is latin club "scribe" and just honored her school by winning the first place trophy in octagonal interpretation, though not yet of the dating age, communication with the freshman at 'boys' hi is not lacking. for you payton place addicts, jackie claims dr. rossi is far more handsome as ed nelson, drama coach at the boys' hi.

lianne is the above street urchin, whether it be campfire candy, christmas seals or raffle tickets, she is ringing doorbells, commandeering friends or peddling outside the supermarket. she frequently stashes the cash in a starrett envelope, and this becomes her opener in exploring the precision tool market with the housewife. a daily church goer, she was much impressed with recent participation in a byzantine rite near.

second grader tim is struggling with learning but majoring in deductive reasoning. an example of his style of reasoning came after the sandlot, a chiropractic doctor, had made a few repairs. lianne asked, 'what kind of dr. is dr. biggs?' tim piped up, 'oh, you know, lianne. he fixes screen, sinks and sprinklers and all that.' ...the science of manipulation////

julie is an eager first grader, still has a favorite thumb, and waits sants to bring a new booth. bobby just missed kindergarten, so he spends his time collecting bathtub plugs, mascara brushes, flashlight bulbs, and other essentials "needed right now", john at eighteen months is the brown-eyed, blonde kingpin, and is making first attempts to fold his hands for the maritime blessing.

the first genuine family vacation was "coast camping in the mountains with the holy family retreat association. it would take pages to relate this most rewarding experience. eight shares are buttering up the ninth for an encore. as and ps also got away from it all with an autumn weekend with su and ps little ole san diego. warmer hot "wings was the spot where all golfed, soaked in the windward end of the hot sulphur pools, and bunked in a smoke house...just don't know how to operate those dang-tangled firespaces!

bob is fighting the battle of the freeway and marion finally gave up battling black widows after one was found on bob's shirt. that was too close to the paymaster's back so he called the exterminators. not the greatest of dangers but certainly concerning was finding a dead babt patroonshe under bob's bed, with utmost caution it was secured in a jar, and then followed the hows, and whys and where is the money....until it was claimed by the five year old neighbor. chuck had won it at the p.t.a. carnival!

on the more constructive side, marion is peddling through the
Dick Antin. .6312 Pleasant Valley, Independence, Ohio. 7a 4-6251.

Dick has been practicing very well, and he also manages to keep all the ladies coffee pots perking. "I think he's getting to be quite an expert at stirring around accidents, managing to get through without getting tied up. Just can not keep a good man down. Rosemary is surely not sitting down on the job by any means. She is now working every day at mayas in Parm Town. Keeps she and Dick busy swamping baby sitting duties. Glad the family is doing real well.....

Sue Ann Arborc.....15985 Nelacrest, East Cleveland 12, Ohio. 769-3530.

We elected Susan as our snow-queen of the year, seems her fun-loving landlord took Susan out for a sled-ride. He hooked a chair-lounge up on the back of his snow-plow. That's the kind of landlord I approve of. Susan says she has her swim-suit all ready. "Come snow or sunshine, this gail, is like the marines, always prepared." Congratulations, Susan.....to you and the others who have been concentrating much of your time to a wonderful future housing project. Here's to a future wonder home; one where many will be grateful for.....orchids to you and yours....


The Avon Christmas campaign really kept the bacon in a whirl; business was fantastic! John is as good an Avon representative as I am and no one can enter our home without hearing about Avon from him...

What a wonderful year we have had, even more so than last year, and each day is just as happy, if not more so, than the day before.

We took a lovely trip to Somhigh, Virginia, near Norfolk, so see the girl I made my home with at one time. Since it was close to Norfolk where John had spent some time while in service, we got special permission to take him on the base and we had a wonderful day, John reminiscing and me comparing it to an army base.

We spent a week down there, having a wonderful time, eating delicious food and just generally enjoying ourselves but being the home bodies that we both are, we were both happy to get back to our own little home.

John made the entire trip with just an ordinary seat belt and no respirator for sixteen hours. The trip back we only stopped four times and it only took about twelve hours. This trip was the break-in for our new Rambler Station wagon and it is a beauty.

Last January we had a new addition to the family. A new baby daughter both son, bringing the total up to six. Four sons two daughters.

John's oldest daughter, Darlene, graduated last May and said the usual confusion and pride. She is now working at the store. Sharon is a Junior this year and Patty is in the ninth grade. We moved to our new and larger apartment in April and we sure love it here. Plenty of sidewalks so we can go for long walks and lots of room for John's sun baths...

Surely appreciate the smaller motor, gives us much more bedroom space. Much nicer than that old big console job. Oh yes, as if we do not already have enough to keep us busy, I became the rental agent here at Venice Club, with John as my very able assistant, I'm sure we'll make a go of it. Guess that's it for now. Hardly seems like two years since we were married, how quickly the days go.....
Johnny Harr... 653 Manchester, Mansfield, Ohio...

John is at bowling green this year in liberal arts preparing for law. He is taking tennis in physical education and his coach is taking an interest in him and is showing him how to serve without tossing the ball into the air. John is good for his coach's guidance, particularly as he works with John best possibilities in view. The football is a stickler but John will manage, knowing his drive. John's friends are going to see him on occasional visits and of course, they go out to dinner and have nice times together. John likes the college very much. He has met and made so many new friends...

Iona Brinkman... 22 West 326 Street, Willmick, Ohio W97-1785

She's was much brighter for us both boys; everyone stayed home and hearty and we are most grateful for this blessing. Dave looking forward to graduation, planning on going to community college for business administration course. Sean heartily enjoying his sophomore year. Has been an honor student. This semester I hope he continues to repeat. Our children happy. Snow at long last has arrived, they were hungry to ice skate and sled ride. Bonnie carrying on with her unopposed voice. Reading, knitting, church club, knitting, ice skating and anything else she can cram into the schedule. We all look forward to Saturday so at our house when grandma and grampa come join us in a relaxing day for my crew and how we appreciate grandma's wonderful cooking. Johnny on the go as usual, looking for his bowling team to go places this year. Somewhere besides last place that is. You're truly should at this point refer all her concerning her analyst but since you all understand me. I am studying a course from the church, find it very interesting, hoping to do a bit of contesting, and who knows what other project I will find myself involved with. If you want someone to listen to each day I pick up your phone and dial 661-7471, you will receive a new recipe each day, courtesy of a radio station, one of which has been wonderful. Now you see why I should seek out an analyst all this domesticity has finally gotten to me. Wish to thank all of you for your wonderful responsive letters. I love hearing from you. Have a good year and will be looking forward to seeing many of you at the picnics...

darlene salvant... 514 Wyandot Ave, Akron, Ohio... W4305

It's been such a good year since we got the greenhouse. I've been getting out almost every week. We have been taking some wonderful Sunday drives, averaging around 150 miles. Getting to know this part of Ohio quite well. A group of friends got me a c.o. radio and I've really been having a ball with it. C.B. radio is sort of like ham radio, except you can only transmit about one hundred miles. I meet a lot of swell people through it. My calls are KIC 5208 and I stand-by channel 11. Would love to hear from you all. We had a pretty busy summer. Both my brother and sister were here with their families. It was wonderful to be altogether again. It was a little confusing since there were seventeen of us all. Sister from Utah and brother from Florida, so you know we don't get together too often. It was great fun...

Sally Jo Carlton... 368 West Monroe, Westlake, Ohio 61-3128

I try to keep busy. I like to do a variety of things. I expect to be back in school by January 27, 65. I am in the process of transferring and it has taken a little longer than I had expected it too. I had planned on attending Bluffton College, since it had a major in psychology and was close to Lima, Ohio, where an aunt of mine lives, figured to spend week-ends at my aunt's giving my girls-attendant a break. The college never called me until three days before their term began to tell us that they could not locate a girl to help me, we were disgusted in as much as we had called several times to check if everything was set and were told you. Now, I am enrolling at Malone and am getting quite excited ever entering, I will live in a dorm. I have read fourteen books, learning to play bridge and going various places with my parents. I voted in my first presidential election this year.
Lena's clock... 477 Winnetka Ave., Akron, Ohio

Lenora how is the proud owner of a doggie named Quila-Bell, she has a real hunger for learning as she has chewed up three dictionaries to date, has also learned to sit up and beg.

Wish Lena good luck on her vacation venture, she is interested in public relation work or working with children. I know she will make a success of what ever she decides on. Here's to a new opportunity opening up for Lena early this year.

The Akron handicap action is putting on a campaign appealing to business men and housewives in support of donations to pay off the house they own where they hold their meetings. This organization does so much good and is so enterprising they only owe three thousand and it cost fifteen to start, they wish someone would offer twenty thousand they would sell it and buy a new building, they want to turn it into a recreation center for the handicap. We surely pray your project goes over with some left over....

burl coburg... r.r. no. 2 Rogers Rd, Willoughby, Ohio wh2-2654

Marion and Bud got off to a late start with their hibernating this year, but the spring will not be slow in making its appearance so that business will start booming. Bud and Marion doing real good health wise, always happy to roll out the red welcome carpet for visitors....

doris scott... R.D. no. 3 box 497, East Liverpool, Ohio

Enjoyed a visit from all halfway and his parents, I was so happy to make his acquaintance, it was quite a coincidence as the day he made his visit was the day I was in the midst of writing to Jane Constock and I also wrote to her, a small world.

Have been enrolled into a correspondence chess club membership so am playing postal chess while I am learning the game. Fun, but oh the postage it takes money to make money as my relatives are kind of hamstringing for lack of operating capital. Glad to hear the social security raise has gone through, hope it will help 'need'. Had a frame made to fit one of my old drawings and had my week-end girl adding a 'line here or shadow there, with lipstick and eye-shadow, since we have no other materials. They are mostly still life's and really too arty to draw anything but postcard silence! Manage to keep fairly busy....

tom craig... 1917 Puritas Ave., Cleveland 35, Ohio

We were so very thrilled to hear from Tom, it has been such a long time since anyone had heard from him. However, after reading Tom's letter, I very well understood why it was that no one had heard from him.

Tom had been working for the electric motive division at G.M.E. when he contracted his polio, after a two-month stay at home after leaving the hospital after his polio encounter, he went back to work at the same plant, then between Jan. and June 62 the plant moved to Hudson and I went to work there, on Dec. 28, 1962 coming home from work after the second shift, I had a heart attack and hit a telephone pole about 12:30 a.m., I came out of it with a broken heart, crushed hip, concussion, a couple of cracked ribs, retro-auricular. When they operated they told me there was practically no chance of my living as because of the cracked rib they could not put me in a lung. They put a piece of metal inside my hip, it required 43 stitches making my one leg one and three-quarter shorter than the other. On March 5, 63 I went back for check-up and x-rays, right away something good came out of there, told me my heart was alright, wanted to operate again as is in trying to walk I had mangled the piece of steel in my hip. I consented. I was put in a cast from the tip of my toes to my arm pits. I had to lay or stand for three months, they took the cast off and I was not headed to had to stay in bed with my legs stiff for another three months. Now I am trying to walk without the crutches, so maybe in six months or a year will be able to throw crutches away and walk and go back to work.
My wife has had to work and I'm getting total disability from social security. My oldest daughter, Joan, graduated from John Marshall last year and is now working at National City Bank on East Sixth. Mickey, my second oldest daughter, is a senior at John Marshall. Tommy Jr. is a junior at West Tech. In Cabinet making, Pat is a sophomore at Dearborn. He wants to be a carpenter. Timmy is in the eighth grade at Newton Baker. David is in the seventh at the same school. Tanny and Mary Louise in the sixth and fifth at St. Pat's. Enough of this for now.

End note. I just pray tom that you will not be angry with me for putting your whole letter in but I know everyone will be so glad to hear from you and I know they will share with me in our prayers for continued and as speedy as will be good for you you will continue to improve. God bless you for your courage and please continue the same fighting spirit......

Louisa Dabney...8354 Sedgelee Road, Baltimore 4, Maryland.

My wife had been feeling too well throughout the year and we are so hoping that 1969 will bring us a healthier year. Both my wife and daughter went to Wildwood, N.J. for a couple of days. I did not go as I never did enjoy staying at a beach for more than one day and I wanted them to enjoy themselves.

My family and I did get away on several day trips, which we enjoyed very much. One trip was to Strasburg, Pa. where they say, they have one of the oldest running steam engine railroad that is still going. We took the ride, which lasts about thirty minutes and it ships you up a little. If the bumping up and down don't get you, the coal gas from the engine does, but it was something a little different. Then we traveled around Strasburg and had a look at the country side and the customs of the people who live there, who are amish.

Another day trip, took us up above Frederick, Md. Where my family was having a little getaway at a relative's house, on top of a small mountain. I say, small mountain, because after our trip out to Denver, Colorado, a couple of years ago, these mountains look small. They have a large swimming pool and things to do. I like it because it is nice and peaceful. There is always plenty to eat and drink. Everyone brings something, which is always more than enough. The trip is about 50 miles round trip.

I have taken a few more airplane rides with my wife: once we got a time getting me into a plane with seats before and behind. I got out easier than in, as I do not bend easily. But it was well worth it.....

Ruth Davis.....7173 West 130 Street, Cleveland 30, Ohio. v12-1326.....

Ruth will be happy when the spring springs, perhaps this will be an easier year to get around in. Dave working hard as usual. Boys very busy with their cubing and daughter Nancy, has recently joined the Rainbow Girls.

Bob Dierksen.....714 Knowlwood, Po and 14, Ohio.

Bob spending sometime at the new city hospital. We understand he is the proud owner of an electric wheel chair, and really goes in for the hot-rocking around.....

Clayton Dunn.....1291 Spruce Street, Cleveland 13, Ohio. p1-2617

Clay has been doing pretty well, keeps busy with church work, his family well and very active.

Bob Fisher.....8332 Edgewater Road, Towson 4, Maryland.

Bob has been very much on the busy side and he says that his buddy Bob Dabney will verify that statement. It seems that they had some 40,000 addresses to type for a broken up in New York. Everybody at their house is just fine.....

Harvey Fox.....211 East 116 Street, Euclid, Ohio. rei-3900
eric frederich.....r.f.d. no 3, jefferson, ohio....
well, it's 6 p.m. and the end of another beautiful fall day. we have surely had a nice fall. three weeks ago today, i took my family up to niagara falls for the day. we had a nice time, although some of the show places were already closed for the winter.

mariam and i will be celebrating our tenth wedding anniversary nov. 28th. it doesn't really seem that long to us, but the years wait for no one. we still have just the one boy in school, third grade, but our second boy will be six next month and will start school next year. our girl is three and a half now.

we were sorry we had to miss the picnic at camp cheerful this summer, but i work six days a week and it is difficult to take a saturday off as it is one of our busiest days.

i had a very busy summer this past year. i guess it was because i undertook too many projects. besides painting the house, i had the driveway cemented, for which i did some of the preparing work, then after it was done i had to landscape and re-seed the lawn around it. as always, these jobs take longer than one expects.

well, in signing off i would like to say hello to all my good friends at tooamay, and wish all the best of luck in days to come.

louise godes.....20294 emory road, warrenville heights, ohio. mc2-5370
my most thrilling recent adventure was to play hostess to a charming visitor from inverness, scotland. my pen pal's mother, mrs. jessie maclean, my people's sister in iowa, i'm glad and her mother came from scotland to visit her and her family for a few months and she stopped to visit with my family on her return trip. we have since heard from mrs. mac, she tells us she was very much impressed by the warm, friendly and someone welcome she received wherever she visited. we have been friends for more than fifteen years and i truly am happy to have met such a wonderful person.

my sister leona, married james e. mace on september 12 and i was her maid of honor. regards to all.....

mike gould.....809 harbor, crescent, ohio...
mike is on his second year at this college. he likes it real well. he does very well majoring in math. he has a room-mate attendant and comes home most week-ends. right now it candle-making season again and mike really turns out some very nice ones. some as big as three pounds and then he has us whip melted wax, nice messy job, to form them. during the summer he makes kites, great enormous ones, and boys from the flying club help him fly them. also, during the summer he tutors our doctor's teen-age son in math. we keep pretty busy, never have enough hours to do all one plans. ed. wish to thank mike's wonderful mother for her wonderful response to my hankie she now request, we are happy to hear she is doing well.

al halukay.....route 1; hanovertown, ohio
i received my sherman bed from the foundation it was not too big a change-over for me as i already had an old sherman bed, however, this newer one is no larger than the old one. the man who delivered it originally moved just furniture, the foundation gave him three hours instructions about the bed and he has the job, no many object to the height of the bed.
A week and a half ago we went to the meeting of a disabled club in Canton. The people had a variety of difficulties, spinal tumors, auto accidents, polio, arthritis, etc. One fellow had been a fireman and had been overcome by smoke. The lack of oxygen had affected his sight, sense of feeling and coordination.

My abstracting job ended last winter when the American Society for Metals decided to depend entirely on full-time abstractors to work at the center. Since then I've been relatively retired, working on a couple of small jobs and special projects, reading, and visiting. I enjoyed getting to see a number of old friends this summer. Hoping things are going well for all.

Kathy Harvigan 1866 Roxbury Ave, East Cleveland, Ohio 44115
This year I'm in the eleventh year and have school four days a week. My subjects are Spanish I, English, and Government. In January I'll begin Psychology. Since I wanted to get another credit, I studied geography during the summer. Besides school, I was busy going to the movies, picnics, and barbecues. I also visited the museum exhibit.

The most important thing however, is my brother's engagement. Tom and Charlotte are getting married on the eighth of May, a week after his 21st birthday. It's going to be a large wedding of 250 people and five bridesmaids. As of now the plan is for a two-week honeymoon in Florida.

Oh, after writing Marion Stiger for three years, I finally met her. Since then, she has been over a number of times. Hello to all.

Blaine Hart Fairview Road R.D. No.3, Salem, Ohio
We had both polio picnics this past summer. The one at Camp cheerful and the other one at Larkfield. We did not take any long trips but did make a couple of day trips while I was on vacation.

I now have my business things all in one room. It saves a lot of clutter and scattering in the living room, the magazine service which was turned over to me in the spring has made us quite busy. Especially, the last month or so, my other business is hanging on about the same as usual.

After some sleepless and discouraging nights, I am getting used to my new electric rocker. My old one was almost ready to give up the job, and glad for the change, but it took some figuring and adjusting to get this going satisfactorily on the job. Best wishes to all.

Dick Haggerty Box 92, Birmingham, Ohio
We are starting into our busy season now and it will be twelve hour days until after the holidays. We've so many Christmas cards that we usually look at ours until after Christmas. My daughter always has a lot of homework to do every night after school.

We have been in our new home for a full year now, but I guess there will always be things to do even though it is a new home. I have the elevator done but my father still has work to do yet on our swimming pool. My uncle fell and broke his ankle so my father has been busy helping him. I am trying to get the basement fixed up so that I can have a repair shop down there.

A fellow from town wanted me to take over the cub scouts but I had to tell him no, it seems like all my time is taken up. I hardly even get to read the evening paper.

We are going to try to go to Florida this winter. My dad and I have never been there so we may go down for a couple of weeks. Mary both is undecided as to whether she wants to go or not. We are going to talk with
principal and see what he thinks about it. She never enjoyed going to conventions with us. She always says there are too many people around.

I made a few Christmas ornaments last year out of plywood. I'll have to be getting them cut and up. Hope to have some pictures made next summer of our house. Hello to all.

don haston...232 e. south street, bryon, ohio 63044.

haven't heard from you for awhile but do know he spent some time during the year up in the Michigan hospital, he got good care there, he had met a doctor familiar to all of us but he neglected to mention his name. Hope don is home and doing alright as we're as his wife and boy.

heLEN jAMES...76 lockwood ave., broxville, new york...

helena had a knee fusion done to rid herself of that heavy brace. I had to take trim's runs with a cast first to see how well I could manage with a stiff leg, it is not always convenient but I'm sure I'll not be as tired as I was with the brace. Last week, operation over, eight days in hospital, had to hurry home, rolling cooker better than the hospital bed.

we have acquired a new member to our household a darling, miniature, female dachshund and we are all crazy about her. She is so smart that I expect her to talk any day, we named her lulu.

susAN is busy with school, ballet lessons and church. She's a big help to me at times/has as long as it doesn't interfere with fixing her hair etc.

we didn't have nearly as much company as we had expected due to the fair, many people figured it was too expensive. We didn't take a vacation this year but we did go down to Georgia to see rollin's son graduate from college.

well, gal, must get busy and let down some of susan's hope an over unending job. Hello to all I know.

dick jaskela...2819 clifton rd, columbus, ohio in care of mr. helter,

thought I would drop you a line or two to let you in on what is happening in the little world of dick jaskela. I do have some exciting news, at least, I think so. I am leaving for Ohio state university, I am all enrolled, excepted and ready to go.

I am looking forward to going to such a big college. I will be living with an English instructor, Mr. helter, and his family, my cousin, who attends the university, will take care of me and see to it I get to campus and home again.

Needless to say I am well and excited. Best regards to all.

ellen koehler...1307 greenia, garfield heights, ohio 733-9505

So hope that ellen's household is all in better straits than when we talked with her to contact her news, her young�ers had the flu. ellen sold their home last June and are leaving their new place. ellen is no longer working out.

don koller...356 belle drive, euclid, ohio 733-0733

glad to hear that don is in his usual good humor, he is delighted to have had three years of good health, we'll just make that order indefinite. His business has been doing very well and is now gradually improving. He enjoys his nephews and nieces, sister and brother now have two aplace, we couldn't get any true confessions concerning his love/life but I'll wager that's a good sign/ha....
The summer was delightful, having all the children home and jobs of help. We had a work schedule which would confuse the most sensible people. All took turns with cooking, cleaning yard, laundry, and "roomy sitting" and still had plenty of time for reading, lessons and fun. When the children began sweeping jobs among themselves for convenience, a voice of authority was sometimes needed. By the end of the summer, I had earned the title of "snoopervisor" from overseeing their jobs. It is amazing the short cuts children will find when it comes to work.

All are back in school now, two in high school, two in grade school and one in kindergarten. My days are much quieter but busy. In July I began a correspondence course in feature writing. I enjoy it very much and find myself wishing I had more time to devote to it. Donna Keeney called to let me know that she is taking the same course. I am glad to know I have a contemporary and enjoy comparing notes with her.

My nephew is a freshman at St. Ignatius High School. He told me his speech teacher has a motorized wheelchair just like mine and his name is Mr. Murphy. "Well word," isn't it?

My daughter celebrated her fourteenth birthday on Thanksgiving Day.

Beatrice Krugler. . . . 269 College Ave., Wadsworth, Ohio...

1954 has been a pretty good year, even though I did spend sometimes in Toomey. I've started off with a bang when the girls surprised me on my birthday: ice cream, cake, presents and all.

Then in Feb. I heard that Betty Jaworski was at Toomey and since I never met her I decided to get sick in May I was busy getting my oldest son graduated. In June I heard that Toomey was moving and everyone was going in so I decided to join the crowd. saw Ruth Davis and Sandy Wilkey. "Post the rest of the summer" getting 4-H projects ready. Wound up with five ribbons all in my daughter's name. I really think mothers deserve gold ribbons. After getting my son enrolled in pharmacy school, one in seventh grade and one in sixth, I decided it was time for a rest, so I went back to Toomey.

John Jambour. . . . 2521 W. Chestnut St., Altoona, Pennsylvania '6601

The past year has been both good and bad to us. This past December my father passed away very suddenly which left a great gap in my life. He was 75 and I imagine I couldn't expect to have him around too much longer. This past October Florence's father passed away very suddenly and this tore another great hole in our lives. This double tragedy has left its mark on us. It is strange how we seem to think that our parents never grow old, we just continue to take it for granted that they will answer the phone when we call or that they will pop in, such is the inevitable end of us all.

I changed jobs this fall. On September first I started to teach at the Bishop Guilfoyle High School here in Altoona. I have two classes in bookkeeping that I teach, monitor and study hall, take care of school books and the cafeteria books. The hours are good and the people are just grand. So far I haven't had a disciplinary problem. Of course, I only have eighty students so I hope that things continue as they are going. Since I took on this job I quit teaching up at the Altoona undergraduate center. These kids are sure a challenge. They treat me with all the courtesy and respect that they do any other teacher, and go out of their way in order to be helpful. They were understandably curious about my wheelchair and one other thing, that I answered frankly and without hesitation, so we got off to a good footing of mutuality and understanding.

I was elected treasurer of the local chapter of the "Stagas or non-barbershop for the second year, it certainly is a "non" singing with a great group of goofy nuts." Florence sings in the women's counterpart, the "nest."
saline, she is a born no-lin. we enjoy the close harmony as well as the close friendships that we have established with many wonderful people.

i gave up little league baseball since timmy is out into an older group. i am going to take on a job of statistician with the heapley's team of the conneack league, have to have something to do this summer.

timmy played football for his school team. he was the quarterback. they ended up third in a league of eight teams. i didn't coach. they had a four and three record. timmy made the all star team in that they divided the parish league up into four teams, each team was to send five players to be on the team. tim got to play defensive right halfback. football over and tim is out for basketball.

christine was a cheerleader for the football team. she is a wheel in dealing with her brother. she told him that some kid must like her, he laughed.

salon laphier...108 north center street, seville, ohio.

having a good time on cb radio, you cleveland area folks should get a cb radio they cover twenty plus miles.

what's new with me, oh boy/// first of all i was accepted by the handi capped artists inc. in may. the first three weeks of dec. i/// have about 25 oills on display at perma team center gallery. yup, a one-man show/// man, i used to wonder if i'd ever get good enough to just sell an oill now and then. the man upstairs has been good to me.

got out in my 'putt putt electric in early summer. too much painting last couple of months to get anywhere.

have given several painting demonstrations this fall, church, flower shows, youth groups. it's a fine day to 'putt putter and illustrate.' i try to explain about handicaps, like to be treated like everyone else, no pity/// also tell what we are doing, work, business etc.

as you can see i'm busy ha. not looking forward to the o'd white-stuff but that's life i guess. make a few local contacts on 6 meters in evening, thats about all i get done radio wise. best regards to all///

jean lang...39000 effingham, sudieh, ohio 486-5265

bob and jen enjoying their love's new home. it is so very nice to have the extra room. had very enjoyable holidays. the children like the new location. schools have worked out alright. have met many of the neighbors. all very congenial. birthdays all over in big group. enjoyed nanays visit of the year.

betty lewisowski...3765 riverview, brecksville, ohio 686-7865

betty's family all enjoyed wonderful christmas holidays. lots of company. son is away at case, its a rugged road but a rewarding one when you have completed your course. husband working hard teaching day and night. betty feeling better than previously. we are happy to hear this. hope her daughter will make cut alright she was to go for a check-up at the hospital. son working on a clerical scholarship at case.

betty has a slick idea. she was told the foundation will no longer provide batteries, so she contacted colorado and was told to purchase one it would run her about 60 dollars for a twelve volt one for the small thompson. her son found that a motor cycle battery a 12volt one could fill the bill, this would run under 20 dollars, so keep this in mind and save the cash....
*Mickie Magrav*.... 1870 groton road, south euclid, ohio 171-3752

Mickie is in her last semester and so she is very busy. She has her exams just the past week in January and so she does not know the final outcome of her grades, hope they will be all she expected and then some. Mickie has been working right along with Susan and Gina on this housing project and all of us miss her for this, think we will all be on this hand-wagon, helping out wherever we can.

Enjoyed having her sister and her brother-in-law home for Christmas. Made the holidays nice ones. Shelia will be home again for Mickie’s graduation, and we add this with her baby. Aunt Mickie sounds just right. Mickie enjoying visiting with her sister at her place in the summer.

Trying hard to figure out what to do after graduation, as far as work goes.

Ad note there just has to be and will be a placing for so deserving and hard working gal...

*Lynn Martinka...* 3401 Spencer road, Rocky River, Ohio 607-9085

You're truly enjoyed a visit from Lynn back in the third week of November. Lynn brought a cute girlfriend of hers along and we enjoyed yakking and catching up on each other news. Sister, Barb, will be having a new baby this coming year.

Lynn looking very glamorous, telling me about her hard struggle to gain weight, while I'm thinkin' that as my children would say it's no sweat ha ha.

Lynn was at that time in the bread-line. Since her former employer and company moved to the windy city of Chicago. I'm sure by now Lynn has a wonderful job, and a rich, good looking, single boss ha ha.

Thought the pictures of Lynn's Florida vacation were beautiful, the colors just so pretty, Miami Beach, sh, also, her folks twenty-fifth anniversary pictures just great.

to all of Lyn's many friends, she handles her beautiful car just fine, have her come out and see you, oh yes, one little request, you supply the directions.../

*Donna Magrav*.... grand river road, Painesville, Ohio 782-6377

You wanted news from me, hmmm, let me think. I am busy at the moment trying to solve my father's offended republican spirit, and you know the reason for that! Am studying the confession magazines, for which my teacher says i must write because it is a good, money-paying, big market. YIK! They are the most depressing sentimental stories I have ever endured. Ouch, well, anything for money.

Miss Bovee stopped in town on her way to Europe, where she represented Washington State at the internationa' mental health conference, and I was fortunate enough to have a visit with her.

Ed Donna was far too modest to mention this, but actually she would have wrung my neck if I left it out ha ha only kidding. Donna had a wonderful antique published in the January woman's journal, if this is incorrect, I'm sorry purely the pressure ha ha all kidding aside, we are so thrilled for our writing buddy, here's to more, wonderful publishings.../

*Carol Vascariello*.... 3822 s. Monroe st., Denver CO, Colorado

We all send our heartiest wishes for great happiness to Carol and her new partner in life. Mickie, Susan and Donna will tell you about the very nice wedding that took place this past year, hope we can see them at a picnic, anxious to see her.
ruth meckler.....2119 sittingbourne lane, cleveland 28, ohio he-9-1520

ruth getting along just fine, feeling real good, finding a great improvement every so often, her daughter is now of the married status, and is living right close to ruth so that they are able to visit together on occasion. ruth enjoys her family club meetings.

dick miller.....v.a. hospital, 1070 e. bvd., cleveland, ohio 79-3800

dick starting this new year on a much happier footing than he closed the old year out with. i guess we have all found this out, at the time it seems impossible but it usually all works out. dick enjoying a new electric wheelchair, and hopeful that he may make a change in environment.

stuart miller.....7362 pretnley ave., mentor, ohio b15-3744

we've had a relatively calm year. stuart got braces on his teeth and started junior high and he wasn't sure which was worse! but he is reconciled to both by now, and actually seems to enjoy his school, especially the band. he plays the clarinet, and has made lots of progress in a year's time.

he continued with his swimming lessons in the special classes this summer at the ymca in plainville, and can go into the deep end of the pool with ease and even jump off of the diving board. we've been delighted with his progress.

our whole family went to the new york world's fair this summer. enjoyed it very much, but oh so many people, and such long lines!

brother duncan; a junior at mentor hi, was elected vice president of his class. he takes part in the varsity basketball season. he earned enough money this past summer to buy himself a sailboat, his favorite sport, looking forward to summer to get on with it again.

corinne finally got into first grade this year. she enjoys it. she likes art in particular so maybe at long last we will have someone in the family who can draw something besides a straight line with a ruler.

dan has been very busy this year actually looking forward to relaxing a bit on the holidays. we swapped and bought a new car and a phonograph and cannot decide which one we are enjoying the most.

adela roekee.....7628 locust circle, northfield, ohio 44067

dig that brand new address up there, chuck and adela had a lovely new home built according to the specifications they have been gathering for sometime now. they were able to get in just before christmas, although it was not totally completed enough, they could be comfortable. it is about ten minutes from chuck's station, so this should work out good.

boys doing good in school, anxious to finish in old school, help out dad at station now. had a good year, with trip to washington, fun....

margaret norris.....3310 gaynor sepulveda, california.

we wish to thank margaret for her constant encouragement to our writers of gazette and alumni news, glad she appreciates the results and also wish to thank you for her contribution. we hope all is well with margaret and her family.

bill murphy.....1295 hall avenue, leckwood, ohio 16-7505

we wish to congratulate bill on his roasting award. this was awarded to bill by the st. ignatious lycian alumni association. bill was the eighth person to be in this glory. he will be wondering how we got this bit. he we're real proud of your conquest bill.

dot nicholson.....1379 east 346 street, willoughby, ohio 44092-9279

been changed jobs this past year, since standard oil flew the coop
Robert is running for mayor in Newburgh Heights, we wish him into a winning place. He and his nice wife have two young sons. Our local newspaper is eagerly looking forward to a new one in September.

Janet Rawling, 1350 Sharon Road, Parma, Ohio 44107.

We are sorry she has had several hospital trips, soon to be going in for a heart operation. She can be sure all her good friends will be thinking about her.

Janet Rawling, 1350 Sharon Road, Parma, Ohio 44107.

Betty O'Leary, 20213 Merced Ave., Rocky River, Ohio 44125.

I received a pre-christmas present of a beautiful tangerine colored variety given to me by my daughter Diana. We're in a lovely gold and white cage and is a marvelous singer. Little did I know that now, when you buy a canary, they come with special guarantees, to sing and live. Mine is supposed to live for eight years. He's lots of company. All the O'Learys doing fine, glad Betty has been able to throw her troubles aside.

Janet Rawling, 1350 Sharon Road, Parma, Ohio 44107.

We enjoyed talking with Janet on phone and we are always so pleasant.

We are sorry she has had several hospital trips, soon to be going in for a heart operation. She can be sure all her good friends will be thinking about her.

Sam Rushing, 30129 Williams Harrison, Biloxi, Mississippi.

We managed to survive that horrendous 'hilda' up until the day Sat. Oct. 3rd... she roared ashore in us. We were hoping she would continue further west. From Friday evening on, Biloxi opened their shelters, but my father declared that if he couldn't take his dog with him, he was staying home and boarding up. This was all new to us hurricane preparations, but we sort of went along, doing what the neighbors were doing, shuttering their windows with plywood, filling containers with water, buying canned food, batteries etc. The main worry was flooding, as Biloxi sticks out like a thumb into the gulf... 3/4 surrounded by water, and as a precaution against wasn't being able to get to the hospital, if their were a prolonged power shortage, they, powers that be, on base and home, decided I should go sat. while weather was still travelable. So, there I rendezvous on Monday, sunny was when we felt the 70-80 mph winds and the current kept blowing on and off, but damage wasn't as fierce as officials were expecting. Thankfully, hilda crossed winds about 50 miles to our north, and even at that distance created quite a stir. So, I hope you now, that's all the closer one gets while we're here.

Yes, I'm going to be a real genuine aunt come last of January. I don't know who is more excited me, or 'in and Bob! anyway I'll get a chance to watch my niece, they want a girl so I must think positive grow-up. As Bob has to go on 13 months over-seas duty and the marines cannot take their families with them. So, among about may, 'in and the baby will be moving in with me.

Sam Rushing, 30129 Williams Harrison, Biloxi, Mississippi.

I'm still debating, it's my favorite pastime. Real success would real intriguing! A hand carved imported treasure chest filled with treasure boy, am I anticipating. chest in due from Baton rouge, and goodies from new york, so that should stretch the expense. Seems to me, we've had another excellent year, health wise, the most friends know, not to visit if they've got anything, and that really helps. Thankfully, biloxi has been free of the racial violence which has given the delta such a black eye. Believe me, all of mine, isn't that redisc, folks saw 'lady bird' and yada when their campaign special stone...
sally roneal....6405 regis road, cleveland, kentucky.
sally happy to help out with foundation drive had a nice write up
about sally, also, a wondereul picture of her, the haem's changed abit.
sally's mom doing quite well after her eye surgery, her interact came off all in one piece and this is a good sign, she has had quite abit of rain, but they say this is to be expected, i think she does remarkably well.
sally is finally unwinding after the long order she has been under. if you haven't heard from her you will now as she is just as spunky as ever.
david is so busy in school, he really is enjoying himself this year.
got all a's and b's in the first marking, say's he is going to get all a's this coming marking, i'll have to see this.
mary jo soma.... 6131 stanbury, parma, ohio tu4-8776
mary jo has bought a wig. it is very attractive, the same color as mary joes. son was telling away while we were gathering mary joes news, he will be two in april and is good company for mummy now. peg is a freshman this year and her ten year old has started in the girl scouts.
gaylord scott....4738 kruiger ave, parma 29, ohio tu4-7693
scotty's family all doing pretty good everyone staying healthy and out of trouble but scotty that is. seems our interior decorator while working on a restrained production. actually while being a good husband and painting the kitchen, he had a little mishap he stepped down on to a piece of paper that had paint on it and slipped, he was not wearing his brace as he has not been for sometime but perhaps this would not have been of any advantage anyway. he twisted his knee and had to miss two days work. only hopes his knee khảes soon.
he and wife and family took a lovely trip to charlottesville, virginia, along the skyline drive it was a very nice excursion. they also enjoyed the two summer polo picnics.
alan schlosser.... 80 east 205 street, swindon, ohio, lvi-2440
alan is now in the eleventh grade and is doing very nicely, he plans to go into industrial arts upon his graduation. he goes to all of the school dances and can keep up to the best of them. he takes a bus to school each day, has advanced to the stage of just wearing a body brace and this is a big advance for alan, we do not plan on anymore trips to warm-springs for any more fusions.
the family took a trip to canada this past summer and you've all heard of those folks who tell fish stories, well, alan, has a right to tell one only his is factual, he caught the largest fish of everyone.
mrs schreurs deserves much credit for her hard work in a very de-
serving project. she works in a group called handi-wammers of swindon. they are fighting for some important principals that will be a great asset to handicapped. good bless her for her terrific accomplishments.
ruth sproch....3263 west 56 street, cleva, 2, ohio mel-8867
i haven't even heard from the monitor companies, i wrote them a couple of letters asking for my back pay but got no response. i guess i should give it up as a lost cause.
everyone at our house is fine. i have been kept quite busy at work.
rudy soch. ....1940 meadow art lane, mahoning villas heights, ohio at-1751
we are very happy to report that the family is well. our little
daughter Teresa, will be fourteen months old on the 20th of December. Needless to say she is the joy of our life. Our older daughter, Linda, has just turned fourteen and I might add quite a pretty little lady. Our son Edward, he is eleven now, and all "boy." As far as Rudi, we keep him mighty busy. He is putting in a full day's work now, which is very tiring on him. His work doesn't end there however, as he says, "there's no sense repeating things around this house, because when women do something once it breaks. So you see, he never has a dull moment. Except maybe when he has to sit and listen to my yaking."

We hope everyone is well and send a hello to all.

David Stehman 38267 Hastings Ave., Willoughby, Ohio 914-3724

David had two wonderful weeks at camp. He helped them clean up, swim, and camp out.

He enjoys his schooling over the telephone. He receives from Willoughby Junior High. The boy who is such a good help to David and holds to it that he gets his studies. He has not been at school as long as David gets his work. David had a very nice Christmas. He received a Christmas and is having a good deal of fun playing chess. Their family had their baseball finished into a recreation room so that the younger children can play down there, leaving David and his sister free to study in peace.

Marion Stiger, now Mrs. Dale Fowler, 13445 Content St., 101b, Lakewood, Ohio

Ed note: Our heartfelt congratulations Marion on your marriage and your life be healthy and happy for a longtime to be...

A lot of things have happened since the last tomoes alumni news last year. Two years in school. I was kept pretty busy in four organizations, being typist for the yearbook, typing and grading papers for teachers. I was on the honor roll all last year. On May 31 I graduated from Deer Park Heights High. I had open house after graduation and was surprised at all the relatives and friends who came.

This summer I worked as a waitress in a restaurant in Huron. I enjoyed the work very much.

On August 28th the most wonderful thing happened. Dale Fowler and I were married. We had a small wedding with just the immediate family and a reception afterwards at home. We are now living in a very nice apartment in Lakewood. After five weeks of waiting for our furniture it finally came this week and everything is going well for us. My husband is from Cleveland but I'm just from a little town and I'm having a little bit of trouble getting adjusted to the 'big city'. So far though, I like living in Cleveland. Hello to all.

Diane Solomon 1855 Anderson Road, Youngstown, Ohio 382-6505

With the apologies to Diane, we got shit confused at this end of the line. Do recall her nice phone conversation, it's always difficult to keep all our records in place. Diane's acting per usual an active life, keeping her patients she comes in contact with on the job in good spirits. She had a very wonderful experience, she had a trip to Washington with a nurse that she works with, Diane helped watch the nurses' small daughter and they both enjoyed that experience. Diane flew down and drove back, this flying experience was a very wonderful one for Diane an interesting experience, one she will no doubt repeat. Diane working hard every day, staying well, enjoying going out to parties and various social functions.

Timmy Taylor 18419 Fairview, Cleveland, Ohio 61-1933

Last June I graduated from Sunbeam. I was vice-president and valedictorian.
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This is the first time I have ever been able to go to normal school.

Since the first grade, we weren't too sure if I could go or not but it

worked out all right.

The state school board pays for my transportation by cab daily.

Well, now I'm more than ever on my own and it feels fine. I'm taking
english, algebra, german, and biology. Taking a foreign language is very
interesting. I hope to take it for two or more years if possible.

Ed note. Timmy may I say how very proud I am of you for the good job you
have done. Keep up the good work in junior high and high.

Robert Walker, 3rd. No. 511 a, Peat's, Florida 32079.

Received your nice letter. We are all fine, we sure do enjoy getting
the news about everyone. Sure would love to see you all.

Bob is doing fine, one bad spell this year. Still thin as ever, guess
he'll never get fat. He gets around real good.

Best regards to all dot and Bob

Ralph John... 136 S. Inglewood Ave., Youngstown 10, Ohio

I'm always so glad to get letters or news from my several friends. I
miss each one of them and I wish I could be back making things for them
again. This past year has been a very busy one for us, not only for me,
at work but at home with our four boys. They really keep us moving.

My big project this year has been the building of a church in town.
That's called Fina. It was the first time I have had complete supervision
of a building myself. It has really kept me on my toes. Building around
here is really going strong; we have three houses that we are working on
besides the church. We are still living in Austria and looking with
great anticipation to moving to that farm in the country.

Ed note. Its our pleasure Ralph to hear from you, we fully realize you are
more than a busy fellow. Thank you so much for the pictures of yourself
they are such good lookin' and healthy looking boys.

CandyWipula... East First Street, Lakeshore Park, Shtebuls, Ohio

My biggest news is that my brother is home to stay. He had been in
the air force for four years, however, he didn't come home alone. He
was married July 12th. This past summer, Carol, his wife, is a very charmin
and very pretty girl! The three of us have quite a time together.

My summer was also a big event. A lot of other people go to other
places in the state to have fun. Well, I found my fun at my girlfriend's
she too, had polio, and is in a wheelchair, but can handle herself better
than any one I know, in a wheelchair. We had many cookouts and got togethers.
Also, I had my first prom party, it was very exciting. As for
my schooling, it has been very good in starting. My subjects are Spanish,
Algebra, and Science. I am getting a Spanish pen-pal in a few weeks now.
At present I am writing a boy in England now. We have an enjoyable time
exchanging letters, thanks to Ruth Davis for getting his name. I managed to
take in a few drive-ins this summer. Celebrated my sixteenth birthday on
December the first. My parents are as busy as ever. My other brother, Don
is in Germany, he will be there for thirty months. All for now, Hello all.

Ray Younich... 9905 Knowlwood Dr., Mentor, Ohio 012-134

Our family is all fine except our baby John, nine months has a tear-
duct that is not functioning properly. He may have to have it operated on.
although we know this is not a serious operation, we are anxious.

I am still at the plain dealer... between getting up at 3:30 with me and 4:30 with the baby, my poor wife is really getting a work-out. my other two children, debbie aged 5 and david aged 3 are up at 6:30 to 7:30 and the race is on.

We got a riding mower and can keep our lawn two acres out. my brother and I still are in the nursery business, we are taking advantage of the fall of the beautiful weather and are still planting. the plain dealer had a story about our nursery nov. 22nd. I guess I will sign off for now till we hear from you again.

................. staff and volunteer news ..............

marty arnold...r.p.2, box 409, Syracuse, Indiana 46567

I wonder so often about everyone from home. It seems we get to cleveland less often and write fewer letters. time and distance seems to have taken its toll in keeping up to old friends. Family wise the race, Dave is now a sophomore, Vickie is in the seventh grade, and Scott is three years old. we do have a few extra dogs and cats but I guess that doesn't really count.

We moved from Manchester a little over a year ago and have been renting a farm house. We do no farming tho. Don is busy as business manager for the lake-land community schools, as the name implies we are surrounded by lakes. it is a lovely area and really jumping in the summer. Population increases three-four times during the summer and it is amazing to watch the great exodus come labor day. Don really likes his new position, he handles all the purchasing, transportation, maintenance and repairs and other odd and ends. this is a new position in the school system so it has been a challenging and an ever changing situation. there are four high schools and five elementary schools now and a new central high school in the process of being built. we are remodeling a home too, we bought a 10 room very old house, removing old varnish, wallpaper etc. does keep us busy. we will be moving to the town of milford in the future. about three to six months we are slow movers, smile. i am working part-time at gothen hospital, haven't worked for awhile but just had to get back to work. I really missed it. we have had our share of appendectomies, appendectomies, broken arms etc. lately, but other than that all is well. that's the extent of news.

ala barnes...4237 valley road, cleveland, ohio

celebrated my eighty second birthday in september, but am still enjoying good health. am truly grateful to be of some help at the hospital. I average two days a week in the ambulance area. this work, I enjoy immensely, however, the polio patients will always remain my first concern and my first love.

ed note...what a terrific gal you are, we miss not seeing you. belated birthday.

dr. Bender...7650 Chippewa, brockville, ohio 526-1777

dr. Bender now has a beautiful baby girl by the name of elen, to keep her brother company and her mother jumping...

ardine bowen... box 346 r.t. 2, Stanwood, Washington...

Sorry I didn't get to see everyone last summer but perhaps I will this coming summer to pick up a new trailer and pick-up truck. anyway, my two new friends plan on coming to us. and I will meet them in cleveland, one-half way for each of us. then we three will go up the ice road to alaska, seeing our country in style in my pick-up-trailer. had been to our country in 50, but am neat has not. they'll fly back to switzerland but I'll stay and teach and live in my trailer. enjoyed sledding of absence last summer, stopped and visited relatives while out. saw M.Y. fair, flew to London at amsterdam friend with three children, hubby interpreter ministers then on to switzerland to hear the music festival, the wine exposition in june.
one week at world fed, of mental health in borne, thirty countries represented, then to inter. youth rally on mediterranean tarragona spain four days back to paris four days, then to new york city. all in all a marvelous vacation, spent more than i should but then not regretting a moment of it. have not finished home due to europe trip, have paid for land, plan to buy two more acres as investment, manage to squeeze mountainous activities in besides job, in charge of boiling corn for 168 open fire and wash tubs at the annual fall salmon barbeque on st johns river. also we have been curling with a group that go into assateague each tues p.m. still ski and snow shoe in winter. my dog beau, weimaraner, 'aid out on the rug asleep, i should follow suit. working on the work recreation program for retarded at old rented farm house, have had whole project to organize and develop. ed note, thank you amine for such a wonderful letter, more power to you in all you undertake.

dr. coronet... must contact her at hosp.

dr. coronet will be coming to cleveland soon for a week-end, she is now teaching in chicago in pre-med, she has two clinics there. dr. coronet is now the proud owner of a volks wagon and has purchased a new home in indiana from which she commutes daily. she is looking forward to going to california to attend a medical conference there... we wish she were back with us again.

mrs. joseph matava, ar denied. 1924 702-7879

so happy to be in contact with all my dear friends again, my hun by was recently appointed assst. principal at roosevelt junior high school and also spends some time at john carroll as a guidance counselor. he's a dream to put up with me. ednote, i think he's a lucky fellow myself--we have two little dolls, mary allen, three and shyf and annie, not quite two yrs. we had a son born in the spring but he died shortly after of a congenital kidney.

we have moved across the street into a ramshackle wreck of a house which it seems we are putting back together brick by brick! the exterior hadn't been painted or cared for in over ten years. joe bought a trailer and hauled away 5 years accumulation of leaves, there are ten trees in the backyard. inside hadn't been scrubbed in ten years, after five scrubbing the walls are somewhat white. what else in this life but hard work one way or another, so i guess i had better accept it.

key dam... w. 152 street, cleveland, ohio...

we are very sorry and much concerned to hear that kay had had a misfortune while we were contacting her for home now: our prayers have been with her and we hope that by the time this is published only good news would come from the dam residence... well, kay

gini harker, 107 3. mary ave, apt. 49, sunnyvale, california. 94086

harp such wonderful news from gini and ben. they took a course in apartment management and are now in charge of a group of apartments known as the thomas jefferson, apt. 75, their are nine buildings covering a two block area each two stories high, with a recreation building and a swimming pool, really very nice, real scenic. this is in an orange grove, we are so glad they are managing so beautifully and are so happy.

bea shock...

some of us were lucky enough to see bea on her visit here last oct., she looked just wonderful and we were so thankful as she had been so seriously ill.
we were sorry but couldn't spend more time as she didn't get to see all the places she wanted to. their trip home through the rockies and grand canyon was perfect, with golden aspen leaves right at the height of their beauty. the roads were excellent, weather perfect, and the scenery gorgeous. so all in all we loved every minute of it have not had too much time since it's been back to contact polio but will get going on it soon.

ellen schmidt.....2096 hunts, lakewood 7, ohio......we are very happy to have ellen back in town with us. we are sorry that we do not have more news on her than we do but she is well and working and enjoyed very happy holidays....

dan reynolds.....our american missionary......we are happy to report that dan and his wife are back in the states with us, having completed their mission. they are all doing very nicely.

boyd phyllis.....302 chestnut street, ridgeway, pennsylvania......still at hosp. here in ridgeway have been for five years; 20 bed cap. one floor, psychiatric floor, take patients from seven counties. work 7 to 7 and 17 to 17. we work seven days on and two off with a long week-end once a month. got some fishing in which i love and bit of hunting. got a few rabbits tried hard to get a turkey for thanksgiving will doubt wind up going to store. ha! hope to go to st. lawrence river to fish. am 'pecia' fish warden for oak county, we work from feb to july stocking trout, around 75 to 60 thousand a year. ha! to a!....

clair gillum.....who had been working faithfully for cuyahoga march of dimes has suffered a stroke, we are very sad over this news, will be praying she will have a miracle recovery....

miss remmell.....we were sorry to hear that miss remmell had been in the hospital, we surely hope she is home now feeling very good. she now spends two days a week working for the aid to the crippled children.

al kohoa.....910 w. schott rd., cleve. 9, ohio. fl 1-2402......we were lucky and caught all at home, he is managing to stay out of trouble working at reserve on graduate work and part-time at fann in the cashier office they figure they can trust all, he couldn't get too far, he was working at fann also, brother tommy went to valley forge on boy scout jamboree, all is now working with scouts as a merit badge counselor, he has five badges now and has applied for four more.....tells us dick miller is doing some very interesting writing of poetry, dicks so modest....

sue williams.....26 walnut street, chagrin falls, ohio.....sue and terry enjoyed having a foreign exchange student for two months at their house, she was a fifteen year old girl from guatemala. daughter heather will be visiting with the girl from guatemala this summer. heather has been a busy gal, made the papers headline while folk-singing with trio, two boys. sue's whole family went to an indiana state park this past summer without rocking bed, just took plastic bag, worked out fine had wonderful time....

gloria maxvirey.....is now working back in metropolitan clinic, we came back//

battie mcphery.....now proud son of two darling children, battie busy working at mount sinai hosp. where she sees florence and virginia both fine.

gladys allen.....is now a happily married woman and is living in california.

eve motley....we were told that evie is a grandmother, what a shock she wasn.....
Mary Baker...expecting visit from stock soon...

Mrs. Bingman...she is doing just real fine but she is not working in her wellfare work...

dave brailey...glad to hear about our good friend, I always enjoyed my coffee with him, he is still working very hard and doing a good job in the adaptive equipment department, he has opened his own shop, at coventry and mayfield, we wish him success. Dave and his family attended the worlds fair and enjoyed it very much....

erma freeman...miss not hearing from our wonderful gal never have success in printing her...hope she's still on the job...

laura winterseller...laura happy taking care of her two girls//

bill quellen...8002 force ave, cleveland, oh io 4738

courager bill made a trip to ireland for a whole month by himself last july to visit relatives. He had a very wonderful time. bill had been suffering with an ulcer but after going to a chicago hospital he was told his ulcers would heal up fine without an operation. He is still employed at the art studio and doing very well....

bill wood...1106 rutherford, cleveland, heights, ohio sn 1094

bill is on the executive committee for the iron lung corp., he is always interested in our mutual problems and how happy we are and so lucky too to have his good advice and judgement, which we value. gini is doing fine and the family all getting along fine....

maddie beaton...forgive me mattie, hear your good family keeping you busy.

jan service...3620 n. 6th ave, phoenix, arizona 13

jan is full of life as ever, has been healthy and is sporting a gorgeous tan. keeps busy helping dean at real-estate office, working hard at her civic projects and hobbies, always good to hear from jan...

dr. bob elben...13326 lakeshore, brocktonville, ohio

and last but certainly not least our special friend and doctor. doctor elben as usual not finding enough hours in one day to accomplish all he undertakes, busy with research and teaching, asturing, working on mentally retarded children's problems and keeping two different departments in hospital thriving, mrs. elben enjoying their big roomy house, ike being back in city very much to be near immediate family, oldest son doing fine in college in vermont, enjoys the company of bill wood's oldest boy, next oldest son winning swimming honors at glimore academy, third son in the military also enjoying glimore academy, younger children doing well, youngest hopeful of starting kindergarten. never a dull moment....

attention...society for the blind needs people to make phone calls telling their numerous worthwhile products. contact mr. strong 390-8130, mention ruth david or harry ol evils name. must have unlimited exchange range phone.

sad news...we miss our good friend who came to us from baltimore,...
FROM: The Editors of TOOMEY J GAZETTE

TO: Toomey Alumni, Staff, Ex-staff, and Friends

First, THREE CHEERS to Ida Brinkman, Editor of the Toomey Alumni News for working so hard and so enthusiastically gathering all this happy-type news of Toomeyland. Then, THREE MORE CHEERS to her for organizing it all and typing it.

Then, we hope you all get the TOOMEY J GAZETTE. If you don’t, do send us your latest address. We always seem to be losing our good friends because they move around so much. Do you know how many friends TjG has now? We had 7,250 of the latest issue printed. It goes to polios and quads and other severely disabled all over the world. If you are a regular reader of TjG, you will know that in the last two issues Donna McGivin and thousands of others are worrying about their future and wondering whether there will be homes to which they can go when they need them.

Donna and others have been doing more than worrying. They have been working on the problem. We’d like to bring you up to date on what has been going on: in 1963, the TOOMEY J GAZETTE, which had been incorporated in 1960, attracted the interest of a number of prominent business and professional people in Cleveland and Chagrin Falls and a dynamic Board of Trustees was organized.

Membership and participation in our organization, IRON LUNG FOLIOS & MULTIPLEPSICS, INC., has grown and widened in the past year. For your information, we attach a list of the Officers, Members and Board of Trustees for 1964-1965.

The most hope-making development in the last six months has been the mutual discovery of an exciting and dedicated person, Ginny Hamann, who is Chairman of our Housing Committee. She is working very hard to make the dream of a home come true.

In the attached letter, Ginny explains the plans of her Committee. Many of you have been working with the Committee, but this Alumni News will reach some of you who have not yet been contacted. So, if you are interested - now or in the future - will you help us all and fill out the accompanying questionnaire? If you think of any other severely disabled in Northeastern Ohio who would be interested, please let us know so that we can include them too. If you know of any former Toomey staff members who would be potential staff members, tell us about them. Of course, in filling out the questionnaire, you do not commit or oblige yourself to become a resident of the proposed home - but your Ideas can be a great help in the planning.

Cheerio and a Rooster Crow,

Sue Williams and Gini Laurie
IRON LUNG POLIOM & MULTIPLEGS, INC.
1964 - 1965

OFFICERS

President
Vice President
Secretary and Legal Counsel
Treasurer

*Mrs. Laurence A. Williams
Mrs. Joseph S. Laurie
George D. Eaton
Mrs. John T. Hoover

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Mrs. Harold E. Banister
Charles A. Dilley
Mrs. Joseph S. Laurie

G. E. Tenney, Chairman
Judge William K. Thomas
A. Wilson Wood

TRUSTEES

Term expires September 1965
Mrs. Harold E. Banister
Robert H. Bartholomew
Herbert E. Bill, M.D.

Paul L. Essert, Ph.D.
Bill F. Hutchins
Mrs. Oliver A. Reynolds, Jr.

Term expires September 1966
George D. Eaton
Junius Eddy
Benjamin S. Carson

Mrs. John T. Hoover
Mrs. Joseph S. Laurie
Mrs. Laurence A. Williams

Term expires September 1967
Charles A. Dilley
Mrs. Harrison Humann
G. E. Tenney

Judge William K. Thomas
Samuel Whitman
A. Wilson Wood

MEMBERS

Sidney Andorn
Miss Susan Armbrucht
Mrs. Robert H. Bartholomew
Mrs. Herbert E. Bill
Rev. & Mrs. Robert Blakesley
Mrs. David Davis
Everett F. Berthick
Mrs. George D. Eaton
Dr. & Mrs. Robert H. Elben
Mrs. Paul L. Knecht
John T. Hoover
Mrs. Bill F. Hutchins
Donald Kollar

Joseph S. Laurie
Roger A. Liesphart
Mrs. Thomas C. Lynch
Mr. & Mrs. A. H. MacCarthy
Miss Hickie McGraw
Miss Donna McGowin
Joseph F. Murphy
Oliver A. Reynolds, Jr.
Mrs. G. E. Tenney
Allen J. Tenney
Alva R. Tilton
Laurence A. Williams
Mrs. Arthur Williams

*Iron lung polio or traumatic quadriplegic
Dear Friend,

The Housing Committee of our organization, Iron Lung Polios & Multiplegics, Inc., has been doing extensive study and research on housing for the handicapped since September. Susan Arnbrecht, Donna McGinn and Nickie McGraw have been most active on this. We held a meeting with our Executive Committee on Sunday, January 17th. After much discussion and varying approaches, we decided that the following was the most practical at present.

Judge William K. Thomas and Gini Laurie and I are going to talk to Mr. Ernest J. Bohn, Head of the Metropolitan Housing Committee. We shall explain our needs and desires to him, and see if his Committee will be interested and able to give us money to build a home for us!!! Recently Congress has passed the provision that the Government will aid in housing the handicapped as well as the aged. Apparently, there are numerous plans afoot and we wish to intrigue them with some of our ideas, and hope they will cooperate.

We would like your ideas on what you would like in such a home. Our Committee briefly outlined the following suggestions which we would like you to change, approve, or disapprove. We want a home-like residence—not too large, housing approximately 10 to 12 people, male and female. We are thinking about single rooms or perhaps some suites with small kitchenettes. We shall have a large living room, which can encompass a dining area, a kitchen, office, and large central storage space, as well as ample closets. We want it to be cozy, so we shall tastefully insist on a nice large fireplace. We want to be most accessible to the outside, and we shall tease for a patio and barbecue, etc.

We think the age range should be between about 18 and 50. This will include handicapped of varying diseases—polio, cerebral palsy, rheumatoid arthritis, muscular dystrophy, etc.—and traumatic paraplegics and quadriplegics. But we do want the residents to be mentally alert and not to have degenerative diseases. Please add or subtract, as you wish, from this.

We would like to have a work room where the TOONEY J GAZETTE can be edited, and where various residents may work if they so desire.

We want the residents to manage their own home. Also to have their own admissions committee. We may have an internist or orthopedic doctor on this committee for professional wisdom.
We want your ideas on staff. We feel we must have a full time director. He or she could be a handicapped person if she could fulfill the requirements and needs. We might have a retired nurse, which would cover any nursing needs which we feel will be relatively minimal. We shall need two people on duty all night. We’ll employ a cook, cleaning woman and laundress combined, hopefully a secretary, bookkeeper, and general maintenance man. We shall need attendants, of course. We shall also try to have numerous volunteers who can assist you, drive you, shop with you, take you places, write letters for and with you—just chat with you. Also they can do personal grooming—hair and nails, or, if you’d like, drive you to a beauty parlor or barber shop. They can also sew and mend for you.

This will be a permanent residence for about ten of you, perhaps, two guest rooms. These rooms could be used for residents who are half-way between hospital and home, or those who want to give their families a rest and themselves a change.

We are indeed praying that the Government will help us with this. But even with building it there is the problem of maintenance, food, attendant care, furnishings, etc. We do not know if they require a minimum fee but we would manage somehow to take care of the ones who need this and do not have a minimum fee. However, we do need to know what financial aid we can count on from you. This will, of course, be kept strictly confidential. Please ver very very specific about this on the enclosed questionnaire.

We are thrilled with this project and are eagerly awaiting hearing from you. Do return this questionnaire promptly. Let’s say that you set a deadline for yourself; until it within the week that you have received this letter. We need your important information before talking to Mr. Bohn. We want to get started as soon as possible. As in many things, we shall need patience, because the Government does not move speedily and we can’t guarantee a time period.

Elaborate as much as you wish on the enclosed questionnaire. Do free with your comments, criticisms, and ideas.

Most sincerely,

Mrs. Harrison Hennemann
Chairman, Housing Committee
PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR POTENTIAL RESIDENTS OF
JOMNEY HOME FOR HANDICAPPED

NAME ___________________________ ADDRESS ___________________________

Phone Number _______________________

BORN: 19 ___________________ DISABLED: 19 _________________________

DISABILITY: ___________________________ (If cord injury, include C, T, or L numbers)

EDUCATION: Pre-disability ___________________________ Post-Disability ___________________________

FAMILY: With what family members are you now living? Indicate their approximate ages and their relationship to you. Would any members of your family want to live with you in the home? If yes, circle their ages in your list below:

HOSPITAL? ___________ NURSING HOME? ___________ If you live in one now, what is the cost per day? ___________ How long have you lived there? ___________ Who pays for it? ___________

OCCUPATIONS: Pre-disability ___________________________

Present occupation or plans ___________________________

Occupation of Father ___________________________ Mother ___________________________ Spouse ___________________________

PRESENT MONTHLY SUPPORT: Social Security ___________________________ V.A. ___________________________

County Welfare ___________________________ Insurance ___________________________ Other agency or source ___________________________

Own Income ___________________________ Parent's ___________________________ Spouse's ___________________________

RESPIRATORY EQUIPMENT: List your respiratory aids schedule and your free time:

OTHER EQUIPMENT: What special equipment would you need? Consider, especially, what would have to be built in.

ATTENDANT CARE NEEDED: Can you dress yourself? ___________ Feed yourself? ___________

What else can you do? ___________________________

How much attendant care do you need for dressing, bathing, undressing? Indicate the number of hours: A.M. ___________ P.M. ___________

HOBBIES, INTERESTS, SKILLS, VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES, FAVORITE PASTIMES, RECREATIONS ___________________________

On a separate sheet, please indicate how urgent is your need for a home and add your comments, criticisms, and ideas on the ideal Tommy Home. Then, SUMMARIZE this need and your suggestions on the following lines:

(Please note that this is only a questionnaire - not an application)